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In this paper, I explore the pragmatic component of the imperfective aspect in Polish 
and Russian constructions of the type shown in (1-2). I argue that such sentences carry a 
modal presupposition similarly to English constructions with Present Perfect analyzed by 
Portner 2003. Such presupposition can be best expressed in terms of epistemic modality and 
relies on causal facts established in the modal base.  The readings of (1a), (2a) and (2b) 
correspond to the resultative reading of English Perfect, whereas (2b) represents the current 
relevance interpretation as discussed in Portner 2003. (1a) can be an answer to a question 
who may be a good competitor in the quiz about the Napoleonic era. In such case the 
conversational background for (1a) is: {If someone read a historic novel, then he/she has a 
good knowledge of the historic period described in that novel; The action of “War and 
Peace” is set in the Napoleonic era} (1b) may be a statement in reply to somebody’s 
wonders whether best American divas will ever consider coming to NAC in Ottawa.  The 
modal base contains an assumption that the past event of Renée Fleming’s coming to NAC is 
an optimistic guide to the future. 
(1) a. Jola   czytała    “Wojnę i pokój”. Polish 

    Jola.Nom     read.Imp.Past.3Sg.Fem “War and Peace” 
         ‘Jola has read “War and Peace”. 

b. NAC   gościło    raz  Renée Fleming.    . 
    NAC.Nom host.Past.Impf. once Renée Fleming.Acc 
   ‘NAC had Renée Fleming as a guest once.’ 

(2)       a. Petja  ubiral     kvartiru.  Russian 
 Petja   clean.Imp.Past.Sg.Masc. apartment 

     ‘Petja has cleaned a/the apartment.’ 
b. Petja otkryval     okno,  poetomu v komnate tak xolodno. 

 Petja open.2Imp.Past.Masc  window therefore in room     so cold 
 ‘Petja opened the window, that is why there is so cold in the room.’ (Borik 2006)  

Such interpretations cannot be obtained in Romance languages (Italian, Spanish) by 
means of the Imperfect. The contrast between Polish and Italian imperfectives is shown in 
(3): the Italian sentence is infelicitous if uttered without any temporal referent available in 
the context. 
(3)       a. #Gianni  studiava  matematica.    Italian 

      ‘Gianni    studied.Impf math.’  (Giorgi and Pianesi 2004, p.261(2)) 
 b. Jan   studiował  matematykę.    Polish 
     John  studied.Impf math 

     ‘John studied math.’ / ‘John has studied math.’ 
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